Sunshine cruising yachts

Why Choose Sunshine Cruising Yachts?
We have carefully chosen our growing team of professional yacht salesmen and women, all of
whom are boaters with unique areas of knowledge.
Put together, our team has well over 200 years of boat experience, having traveled many many
miles aboard. We also come from a variety of backgrounds…professional captains, marketing
specialists, academic administration, construction, marine safety consulting, finance, real
estate. These are just SOME of the unique backgrounds that our agents boast.
We will connect you with the right person to meet your goals. Sunshine Cruising Yachts
brokers are conveniently located in many areas to serve our customers, making it easier to
show your yacht to potential buyers no matter the location. We offer virtual showings to
buyers who are unable to travel and are extremely flexible with the way we work.
You need to have a relationship with your broker that is based on trust and integrity. We
promise to exemplify both. Hundreds of happy buyers and sellers agree. Read our reviews on
social media.
We are educated in the marketing trends and the buying and selling climate. We take that
knowledge and better serve our customers. Using tools only available to us, we provide a free
in-depth market appraisal of your yacht, assuring your vessel is priced apprporiately.
We have established careful guidelines that our brokers follow to ensure that your yacht is
represented in the best light possible. We take professional-quality photos and videos, and
have a reputation for including as much information as we can in our listings, intriguing
potential buyers!
We take marketing to the next level, by our simple approach of meeting the demands of the
buyers. We employ all tools that the MLS sites such YachtWorld and others have to offer, such
as enhanced listings and data analysis of your listing. We also have a wide social media reach
using Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok, and our own website and other
platforms to get your vessel exposed to the widest possible audience. In an industry where
most buyers peruse online listings and spend hours a day on social media, this is crucial.
Most of our listings are available for co-brokerage with any professional brokerage house,
allowing us to work with buyers from all over the world.
We put buyers in direct contact with your SCY listing broker, instead of having them call an
answering service or call center who is unfamiliar with your yacht. This increases our chances
of introducing potential buyers to your yacht, because there is very little delay between their
call and having their questions answered.
We work within an exclusive group within the marine industry, and we nurture these
relationships carefully. We can refer industry professionals for nearly all your needs through
our exclusive network.

Marketing Strategy
Yacht World
This is an exclusive broker-only listing service that is not available to private owners. This
shares your vessel with all other associated brokers to promote your yacht to their buyers.
Social Media
Because we want as many potential buyers as possible to see your yacht, we are connected in
specific forums and groups throughout our different accounts on our social media platforms.
We interact with our audience and share our listings and respond to updates to listings and
relevant industry events and news. Because each of our brokers has their own area of
expertise within the industry, we, as a team, cover a broad range of topics and platforms.
We’re on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok, YouTube and more! Look for social media
platform/Sunshinecruisingyachts
Boat Shows
Sunshine Cruising Yachts attends boat shows that bring serious buyers from all over the
world, such as the Annapolis Boat Shows, St. Petersburg Power and Sailboat Show, and the
Miami International Boat Show. We leverage the contacts we make at these shows to let more
people know about your vessel.
Cryptocurrency
We’re one of the only brokerages offering sales in cryptocurrency. This opens up your listing
to a whole new market of qualified buyers. If someone wants to purchase your boat using
cryptocurrency, don’t worry! You will still receive cash. We work with BitPay, a third party
company who acts as an exchange service. It’s very easy and all funds are converted into USD
and held in escrow by us, so there’s no risk to you. You may also receive payment for your
boat in cryptocurrency if you’d like. We have carefully researched, and feel that we’re going to
see more and more boat sales in cryptocurrency in the near future. We were even featured in
BoatUS Magazine and others as one of the few brokerages offering this!
Internet Marketing
We actively promote and display our listings on YachtWorld and many other websites, in
addition to our own, catering to both international and domestic buyers. We also actively
engage in Search Engine Optimization to drive additional awareness and traffic to our sites.
Owners may not even be aware of the most appropriate channels for providing such
exposure. We’ve done the research and we know where to advertise.

Additional Benefits of Working with a Professional Yacht Broker
Time Saving
Individual owners are not in the business of selling yachts. They normally have other time
commitments, limiting their availability to effectively market the vessel.
Knowledge of Market
It is more difficult for the seller to ascertain fair market value. Many owners are emotionally
attached to their yacht, as it represents substantial investments in time, funds and often is
the source of many fond memories of cruises, outings, fishing trips, etc. It is very difficult for
the owner to objectively evaluate and present the yacht to a prospective buyer.
Better Choices
We are familiar with a wide variety of vessels and have many options of boats to sell. This
allows our brokers to interview the prospective buyers and present new vessels they were
not even aware of, including yours.
We Negotiate the Best Deal for You!
In the negotiation aspect, we are trained to interpret a buyer’s questions and respond
accordingly, allowing us to make sure you don’t sell your yacht for less than what it’s worth
Future Savings
If you are selling your boat in Florida and would like to buy another one, we are able to offer
a dealer sales tax trade, saving you a significant amount of money. Ask us about this!
Professional Navigation of Sale
We handle the entire sales transaction with professionalism, overseeing appraisal,
advertising, showings, negotiating, survey, sea trial, closing and more. This is a complex
process from collecting sales tax, navigating state and local requirements for registration
and documentation, coordinating legal sales documents, such as bills of sale and warranty of
title, further protecting our customers. We also add a layer of protection of your money
through holding and escrow accounts.

The Process: From Listing to Close
Once the listing agreement is signed and all necessary documents collected, we will set
up a time to photograph and film the yacht. It is best for the vessel to be in the water,
staged, and free of personal items and clutter during this process. Better photos and
video mean the yacht will sell faster, so no persons will be on the vessel during the
process of photos and video being taken.
We will ask you for a thorough and complete list of equipment, electronics, and updates
to your vessel. Please take the time to compile this, as more information means the yacht
will sell faster.
Once we build the listing, we will submit it to you for viewing. A listing can always be
changed, and we value your input.
We will offer you feedback based on our showings. Listen to feedback with an open mind.
The purpose is to help your yacht sell faster and fix any issues.
Allow us to negotiate for you. If you do meet a potential buyer, make sure you only talk
about the positive experiences you’ve had aboard the yacht and do NOT discuss price. If
the buyer tries to engage you in a conversation about the price of the yacht, give them
our contact information and have them call us. Even disclosing the reason you are selling
the yacht to a potential buyer could have a negative impact on the negotiation process.
Let us do the work for you.
We will present all initial offers to you in writing. Again, allow us to advise and negotiate
on your behalf. We want to get you the best price for your yacht.
Once a written offer has been accepted, a 10% refundable deposit will be placed by the
buyer in an escrow account. This means that the yacht is officially “under contract” and
coordination of survey and sea trial will begin.
Prepare your yacht for the survey. We have created a convenient checklist for you to use
in this process, and we are here to answer any questions. If you are unable to run the
yacht for the survey have a captain or designated representative to run her for you.
We can even provide you with a list of captains.

The Process: From Listing to Close
Continued...
Typically, within three to five days after the survey, we expect to receive a letter of
acceptance from the buyer. This is because the buyer generally has to wait for and read
over the survey report, discuss the findings, and wait for oil samples to be processed.
Once the acceptance form is signed, we proceed to closing. If the buyer signs the
acceptance and then fails to complete the deal, the buyer to forfeits their deposit and it is
split between you and the brokers involved in the deal.
Should the buyer sign a rejection form, the purchase agreement is terminated and the
buyer’s deposit is returned.
Renegotiation should always be handled by us. In the case where significant issues are
found by the surveyor or the vessel is valued below the negotiated price, the buyer may
ask to adjust the price. This can be a tricky and awkward process- Let us handle it. It is
always best to assign a dollar amount to an issue rather than offering to repair the yacht.
Repairs can take valuable time, and the buyer should be given the opportunity to choose
their own repair facility/contractor once the sale is completed.
Closings are always done remotely and are coordinated by us, a buyer's broker should
there be one involved, and a closing company. The closing procedure ensures that there
are no liens of the vessel, and complete registration and/or documentation for the buyer
with bills of sale. warranties of title, power of attorney forms, and any other forms of
documentation required to complete the sale are provided.
The closing company will send these documents to you with VERY SPECIFIC instructions.
Please make sure that you follow these instructions. Normally you will have to print
these documents, sign in front of a notary (notaries are available at all banks and at
many other businesses), and overnight mail these documents along with your original
USCG document, title, and/or registration paperwork directly to the closing company.
We or the buyer's broker will send you documents to sign in YachtCloser and will ask for
your wiring information. Once all paperwork is fully executed and the purchase has been
fully funded by the buyer, you will receive copies of all paperwork via email and your
funds will be wired to you that day. We or the buyer's broker will always call you to
verbally verify wiring information before initiating the wire.

Our Comprehensive and Successful 30 Steps to Selling Your Yacht

It’s all about “dock appeal.” When you walk up to your boat, what is the first thing that
catches your attention? Is the boat better seen stern or bow in? All exterior surfaces should
be clean, giving the vessel a “like new” appearance, including hatches, windows, and port
lights.
We strongly recommend a pre-sale survey, and work with surveyor who will do this at a fa
price. This is an excellent tool for marketing your boat, and will also notify you of any major
issues that you need to repair. It’s better to find out that there is an issue before the buyer’s
survey so that you can mitigate the problem properly. If you have an older engine, high hours
or nonworking hour meter, consider hiring a mechanic to collect oil samples.
Buyers will always prefer a boat in the water. Position vessel so potential buyers can easily
get onboard. If they have to climb across a neighbor’s boat or shimmy down a piling, they are
already having a bad experience and their whole impression of the boat will be negatively
influenced. When on the hard, it is best to have a sturdy ladder or steps to safely get buyers
on and off.
Any unfinished projects should be completed. Tables, seating, and floor boards should be in
their normal positions prior to photography.
1. Hull and deck surfaces should be clean with a nice shine. This may include compounding
and/or waxing.
2. Clean and touch up teak and other woodwork as needed. This can be a labor-intensive
project that can scare potential buyers away.
3. Clean, polish & shine stanchions, winches, windlass, arches and other metal surfaces as
needed.
4. Propane compartments, lazarettes, and other deck storage compartments should be
cleaned, including fishing wells, coolers and icemakers.
5. Verify windlass operation and review condition of your ground tackle. Rusty chain should
be cleaned or replaced.
6. Fill water tanks and ensure water is rust, salt, and odor free when coming out of faucets.
Treat as necessary.
7. Inspect, clean and replace any worn dock lines.

Our Comprehensive and Successful 30 Steps to Selling Your Yacht
Continued...
8. Clean dirty shore power cables.
9. Enclosures and canvases should be in good condition and installed/available for
inspection. Damaged gear and equipment should be repaired, replaced, or removed.
10. Clean and arrange cockpit cushions, making sure they are free from mildew.
11. Wipe binnacle gauges and electronics. Make sure all electronics and instrumentation
work, including autopilots and GPS. This may also include radios, AIS, radar, fish finders, wind
speed and depth gauges. Please notify broker if any above items are inoperable.
12. Check steering system and operation of rudder.
13. Ensure your air conditioning functions properly. Clean and replace filters as needed.
In hot weather, an inefficient air conditioner causes many buyers to discount and move on to
another boat. We want them to be comfortable and have a positive experience.
14. Address foul odors. Odors can be an instant deal-breaker. These include diesel fuel, head
smells, a holding tank, mold or mildew, pet smells, cigarette smoke, and more. A neutral air
freshener will maintain a good smell, but is not meant to be a cover up.
15. Clear out all unnecessary clutter and gear. If it doesn’t convey with the sale, remove it.
Empty drawers and stowage bins. Leave things that convey with the yacht that add value,
such as kayaks, grills, spare parts, tools, charts, cruising guides, how-to books, and
anything else a new yacht owner would otherwise have to buy.
16. Clean galley to include the oven, burner top, microwave, and refrigerator. Remove old
spices, canned goods, liquor, paper plates, cups, koozies, napkins, etc. No food products
should be aboard.
17. Clean heads. A cluttered or dirty head is hard to overcome.
18. Make beds and show cabins to be inviting and comfortable. While having matching
bedding for all cabins is nice, buyers cannot tell which cabin is which when looking at
pictures. Please ensure beds are not being used for spare parts and equipment storage.
19. Check all lights and replace bulbs as needed. This may be the perfect time to switch to
LED bulbs.
20. Ensure that all gauges and alarms function properly.

Our Comprehensive and Successful 30 Steps to Selling Your Yacht
Continued...
21. The bilge should be spotless. Use oil absorbing pads under machinery. Clean, prime,
and paint the engines and generator. Verify all bilge pumps work in automatic and
manual mode.
22. Change oil and fuel filters. NOTE: Only change the oil if you intend to run the boat
regularly before she is sold. If a buyer pulls oil samples, fresh oil cannot be tested properly
and could cause a potential misdiagnosis.
23. Have the yacht fully fueled. This diminishes condensation in the fuel tanks.
24. Replace worn out hoses and clamps. Ensure hose clamps are rust-free and doubled
where appropriate., such as seacocks. Clean out raw water strainers.
25. Ensure stuffing box and cutlass bearing operate as designed.
26. Ensure all breakers and GFI’s function properly when their associated systems are in
use, including shore power and 12/24 volt systems.
27. Clean your bottom. A dirty bottom shows a lack of maintenance and potential buyers
will wonder what else has been neglected.
28. Inspect prop and replace any sacrificial zincs.
29. Gather all paperwork for mechanical systems and store in binder. Log books,
maintenance logs, copies of receipts for major repairs, list of all spares and extra
equipment to include props, shafts, filters and locations of spares. These should all be
on the vessel, organized and available, allowing potential buyers’ questions to be
answered. Please note which systems have been pickled/winterized or
decommissioned.
30. Flowers, table settings, clean floors and nice pictures on the wall all help to make your
yacht show ready. We want the buyers to walk aboard and be wowed!

Survey Checklist
Buyers will have a much more critical eye now that they have committed their money toward
the purchase. Also, the surveyor has not seen the yacht at all, and will form an opinion as to
whether this is a good yacht or not very quickly. A positive first impression for all parties on
the day of survey will make a real difference. The last thing you probably want to do is spend
money on your yacht now that the sales price has been accepted, but a couple hundred
dollars spent now to have her detailed or to fix minor issues can save you potentially
thousands after the survey.
______State registration and/or USCG documentation certificate is/are on board and
is/are current.
______All USCG required safety equipment is on board. Verify excess number of
lifejackets are available onboard.
______Recheck the operations of all the vessel’s systems, including but not limited to:
Air Conditioning
Stove
Refrigeration
Electrical outlets
Water pressure
Heads
______Run your engine(s) a day or two before the survey. Make sure your engine starts
easily and is not overheating or producing excessive smoke. Do not start engine(s)
the day of the surveyor's arrival. "Warming up" the engines is not necessary, and may
also be seen as an attempt to conceal problems and may pose a safety risk for the
surveyor, while in the engine room. Follow same procedures for gensets.
______Ensure you have more than ample fuel to complete the sea trial.
______Check ALL your fluids: oil, transmission, coolant and hydraulic systems,
including steering.
______Water tanks are filled for system test.
______Holding tanks are empty and discharge valves are in proper position and locked.
______Make sure your batteries are fully charged and functional.
______Make sure transmission and throttle cables are still smooth.

Survey Checklist
Continued...

______Recheck steering system and operation.
______Recheck that all gauges and alarms function properly.
______Recheck your anchor windless and any electric winches.
______Recheck your running lights and any other legally required lights (anchor, etc.) and
horn.
______Ensure AC and DC power is available and on. Recheck all breakers and GFI’s.
______All equipment, electronics, and gear that convey with the vessel are onboard, installed,
and operational. This will include dinghy and engine.
______All unnecessary vessel covers should be removed and fixed canvas items such as bimini
are ready for use underway.
______For sailboats, make sure all the running rigging is operational and all sails are onboard
and ready to hoist during sea trial. Unroll the roller furling, recheck the winches, hoist your
main/mizzen whenever possible. Make sure winch handle are available.
If you have not kept up with your regular bottom cleaning and checked your zincs, as
mentioned in the successful 30 step to selling your yacht checklist, this is the time to make
sure it is done, prior to the vessel being pulled out. A yacht that does not perform may alarm
potential buyers and makes a poor impression when vessel is removed from the water.
Verify the vessel’s cleanliness inside and out.
The Surveyor will require access to all compartments and storage areas. They are to be clear of
obstructions, equipment, and personal belongings.

Things we will need to get started

Signed listing agreement.
Copies of ownership paperwork (title or Coast Guard documentation). If a dinghy is
included, a copy of the title for the dinghy.
A thorough list of all equipment, upgrades, and modifications.
A copy of any surveys completed within the last five years.
A set of keys or your lock combination.
Instructions for showing the yacht if it is in a gated community or gated dock (key fobs,
combination, the name and number of the dockmaster, etc.).

Thank you for choosing to work with Sunshine Cruising Yachts.
We look forward to selling your vessel and helping you find your next!

